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This paper focuses on two major municipal management reform movements in 
the urban history of United States and digs deeply into the main factors behind the 
changes of municipal management. By combining the historical background of the 
two reform eras, this paper reveals the correlation between municipal management 
and enterprise management. Thus this paper originally summarizes the historical 
enterprization trend of municipal management in the United States. Then this paper 
deepens the understanding of the municipal enterprization management from theory 
evolution and practical case. The paper also analyzes the formation, establishment 
and development of American modern municipal management from the perspective 
of historical evolution. All of the work in the paper tries to further enrich the study of 
American history and American local governance.  
Besides Introduction and Appendix, there are 6 chapters in the full text: 
In the Introduction, the reasons for researching this topic are narrated, and the 
related concepts of municipal enterprization management are defined. Then the basis 
and direction of this research are summarized through the literature review. Finally 
the research idea and framework is illustrated. 
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 focus on the historical review. Through combing the 
course of municipal management, two major historical nodes which have decisive 
significance are found out. Then the management reform in the late 19th early 20th 
century and the other one from 1970s are described in detail.   
Through analysis and comparison, the inner link between the  two reforms is 
presented in Chapter 3. And the enterprization trend of municipal management 
which is also the main line of the whole text is summed up.  
In Chapter 4, the reform activities and the management thoughts of two 
milestone theorists Richard Childs and David Osborne are firstly combed in this part. 

















In Chapter 5, the practical case in City of Phoenix provides a specific 
experience of enterprization management perception. 
In Chapter 6, the revelation of municipal management enterprization is 
summarized. On the basis of historical analysis, this paper realized that the 
municipal management enterprization has experienced a complicated process, from 
less to more, and then a stagnation, and then climax again. The image of the twisted 
process is like letter N. Before that the city autonomy is a very important prerequisite 
for the municipal enterprization reform. And the advantages of the council manager 
plan established in the reform movement are very clear. Obviously it has broad 
development prospects. 
The Appendix lists some specialized translations and excerpts that are both 
supplements to the facts involved in the text and also helpful to further 
understanding of the topic.  
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代城市治理走向成熟。这两次改革，第一次发生在 19 世纪末 20 世纪初进步运
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